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Abstract. Any physical system considered to study the QCD deconfinement phase transition certainly has a finite volume, so the
finite size effects are inevitably present. This renders the location of the phase transition and the determination of its order as
an extremely difficult task, even in the simplest known cases. In order to identify and locate the colorless QCD deconfinement
transition point in finite volume T0(V), a new approach based on the finite-size cumulant expansion of the order parameter and
the Lm,n-Method is used.We have shown that both cumulants of higher order and their ratios, associated to the thermodynamical
fluctuations of the order parameter, in QCD deconfinement phase transition behave in a particular enough way revealing pronounced
oscillations in the transition region. The sign structure and the oscillatory behavior of these in the vicinity of the deconfinement
phase transition point might be a sensitive probe and may allow one to elucidate their relation to the QCD phase transition point.
In the context of our model, we have shown that the finite volume transition point is always associated to the appearance of a
particular point in whole higher order cumulants under consideration.
Introduction
Despite the creation of the new state and its identification as being the QCD partonic plasma in Ultra-relativistic
heavy ion collisions experiments at RHIC and LHC [1] , the physics of the deconfinement phase transition continues
to attract a lot of research interest. When we insert the colorless condition in the MIT bag model [2] , we obtain
the colorless-MIT bag model using a mixed phase system evolving in a finite total volume V [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . The
fraction of volume occupied by the hadronic gas (HG) phase is given by VHG = hV, and then the remaining volume
VCPP = (1− h)V contains the colorless partonic plasma phase (CPP). In the case of a non-interacting phases, the total
partition function of the system can be written in a simple form,
ZTOT (h) = ZHG(h)ZVac(h)ZPP(h)ZCC (h) (1)
where ZCC (h) is the colorless part of the partition function and ZPP (h) is the partition function of the partonic
plasma. ZVac(h,V, T ) accounts for the confinement of quarks and gluons by the real vacuum pressure exerted on the
perturbative vacuum of the bag model. The hadronic partition function ZHG(h,V, T ) is just calculated for a pionic gas.
The final expressions of these partition functions can be found in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Any physical system considered to
study the QCD deconfinement phase transition certainly has a finite volume, so the finite size effects are inevitably
present. This renders the location of the phase transition and the determination of its order as an extremely difficult
task, even in the simplest known cases. In order to identify and locate the colorless QCD deconfinement transition
point in finite volume T0(V), a new approach based on the finite-size cumulant expansion of the order parameter
and the Lm,n-Method is used (see details in [6, 7] ). It has been put into evidence that all cumulants and their ratios
showed deviations from their asymptotic values, which increase with the cumulant order. This behavior is essential
to discriminate the phase transition by measuring the fluctuations. The sign structure and the oscillatory behavior of
these in the vicinity of the finite volume transition point might be a sensitive probe and may allow one to elucidate
their relation to the QCD phase transition point. In view of this, Higher Order Cumulants (H.O.C) are often used in
showing some important physical properties as well as to look for the position of the finite volume transition point.
Moments, Centered Moments and Cumulants
The definition of the hadronic probability density function (hpdf) p(h) in our model is given by p(h)
1∫
0
ZTOT (h)dh =
ZTOT (h). Since our hpdf is directly related to the partition function of the system, it is believed that the whole infor-
mation concerning the deconfinement phase transition is self-contained in this hpdf. This hpdf should certainly have
different behavior in both sides of the phase transition and then we should be able to locate the transition point just
by analyzing some of its basic properties. The nth moment of p(h) of the order parameter h is the mean value of hn.
From its definition and after some algebra, we get the general expression of it as a function of only a certain double
integral coefficient: Lmn(1 − h, T,V) (see details in [6, 7] ),
〈hn〉 (T,V) =
1∫
0
hn p(h)dh =
n!L0,n+1 (1, T,V) −
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
k!L0,k+1 (0, T,V)
L0,1 (1, T,V) −L0,1 (0, T,V) . (2)
Relatively to the mean value 〈h〉, we can define the centered momentsMn as follows,
Mn(T,V) =
+1∫
0
(h − 〈h〉)n p(h)dh =
n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
〈h〉k
〈
hn−k
〉
, (3)
where
(
n
k
)
=
n!
k!(n−k)! are the standard binomial coefficients. The Cumulants Cn can be computed from the Maclaurin
development of the characteristic function of our hpdf [6, 7] . We can write these cumulants in terms of centered
moments, which can be combined into a single recursive relationship : Cn =Mn−
n−1∑
m=1
(
n−1
m−1
)
CmMn−m. Generically, the
structures of all cumulants are related to each other and the behavior including the magnitudes can be deduced from
the preceding. Afterwards, one can express the different cumulants Cn(T,V) in terms of these Lmn(1 − h, T,V) using
(2). Keeping in mind that these double integrals Lmn(1 − h, T,V) are state functions depending on the temperature
T , volume V and on the state variable h. General expressions for the connection between cumulants and moments
may be found in [8]. The cumulants are considered as important quantities in physics but cumulant ratios are more
important.
Higher Order Cumulants: Hexosis, Heptosis and Octosis
More recently [6, 7], a new theoretical formalism that provides the definitions of cumulant ratios in a clear, unified and
consistent way has been developed which also makes predictions for the behavior of H.O.C and their ratios. We start
from the generalized connected cumulant ratios between the cumulants as defined in [6, 7], to rewrite the most useful
one which represents the pth-Order Under-Normalized Cumulant Ratios: K {(i,αi,0)}≤p = Cp
p∏
i=1
C−αii , with the condition
p∑
i=1
αi × (i) = p. The sixth order under-normalized cumulant ratio was coined Hexosis. It was defined in one of the
following ways :
H1 =
C6
(C2)3
, H2 =
C6
(C3)2
, H3 =
C6
C4C2
. (4)
With the same spirit and by analogy to previous appellations, the seventh order under-normalized cumulant ratio was
termed Heptosis η. One of the possible definition of heptosis is given by,
η1 =
C7
C7/22
, η2 =
C7
C2C5
, η3 =
C7
C22C3
, η4 =
C7
C3C4
. (5)
Finally, the eighth order under-normalized cumulant ratio, which was also called Octosis, is given by one of the
following forms
ω1 =
C8
C42
, ω2 =
C8
C22C4
, ω3 =
C8
C2C23
, ω4 =
C8
C2C6
, ω5 =
C8
C3C5
, ω6 =
C8
C24
. (6)
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FIGURE 1. (a) Hexosis vs Temperature at V = 100 f m3 - (b) Heptosis vs Temperature at V = 100 f m3
Results and Discussion
The plots displayed in Fig1(a),Fig1(b) and Fig2(a) represent the variations ofH1,2,3(T,V),η1,2,3,4(T,V),ω1,2,3,4,5,6(T,V)
as a function of temperature at fixed volume: V = 100 f m3. They show a same global behavior outside the transition
region and a different oscillatory behavior in it, however the structure of the particular points are much different. The
broadening effect of the transition region with decreasing volume is also observed. Using the method for locating
the finite volume transition point, as developed in [7] , we shall show how this finite volume phase transition, clearly
manifests itself as a particular point in each cumulant. Our strategy, we use consists of finding a judicious point
where the temperature T0(V), seemingly tends to the bulk T0(∞) with increasing volume: lim(V)→∞ T0(V) = T0(∞). Also
T0(V) must be highly correlated with the temperature T N0 (V) obtained from the natural definition of the finite volume
transition point as the extrema of thermal susceptibility χT , and specific heat cT as given in table (2) of [7], meaning
that the scatter plot should be described by a linear function of the form T0(V) = λT N0 (V) + ν. The first constant λ
represents the correlation factor and should be close to unity, while the second constant ν must be close to zero. The
definition of T0(V) is not arbitrary but very difficult analytically and differs according to the quantity being considered.
After a careful analysis of the H.O.C plots, we identify the same particular points as defined in [7] . We have analyzed
several particular points and only good candidates are considered in this work. If a particular point is considered as
a good finite volume transition point, one would expect that its correlation with natural transition point satisfies the
same three criteria as in [7] . It can be noted from the scatter plots Fig.2(b) that these points are closely distributed on
straight lines, reflecting a strong linear relationship between the two sets of data and the numerical values of the slopes
are close to unity as expected (1) with a mean value < λ >= 0.98515. In order to avoid overlapping between fitting
curves in Fig.2(b) and to allow a clear representation on the same graph, we have added a shift of 2 MeV between
each two consecutive curves. From this, we deduce that the numerical values of temperature T0(V) of the various
transition points, are comparable with an accuracy less than 2%, compared to the temperatures T N0 (V) extracted using
conventional procedures. The local maximum point in H1 becomes a singularity point in H2 and a local minimum in
H3. The zero (inflection) point in η1 becomes a local minimum point in η2, a singularity point in η3 and in η4. The
local minimum point in ω1 becomes a local maximum point in ω2, a singularity point in ω3, a local minimum point
in ω4, a singularity point in ω5 and a local minimum in ω6. Moreover, the obvious change in the sign, observed in our
results, is in agreement with the results obtained by other models [9] .
Conclusion
From the new reformulation of the cumulant ratios and using our hpdf and the Lm,n-Method, three finite volume
H.O.C of the order parameter are calculated and studied. We have noticed that these H.O.C and their ratios, associated
to the thermodynamical fluctuations of the order parameter, in QCD behave in a particular enough way revealing
pronounced oscillations in the transition region. The sign structure and the oscillatory behavior of these in the vicinity
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FIGURE 2. (a) Zoom of the transition region in different Octosis vs Temperature at V = 100 f m3 - (b) Correlation scatter plot
between T0(V){Qn}+ (n− 1)(2MeV) and T N0 (V) for different volumes (Q1 = (H1)Max , Q2 = (H2)∞, Q3 = (H3)min, Q4 = (η1)0, Q5 =
(η2)min, Q6 = (η3)∞, Q7 = (η4)∞, Q8 = (ω1)min, Q9 = (ω4)min, Q10 = (ω2)Max , Q11 = (ω5)∞, Q12 = (ω3)∞, Q13 = (ω6)min.)
TABLE 1. Correlation factor values obtained from linear fitting in Fig2.b
H(T,V) T. Point λ η(T,V) T. Point λ ω(T,V) T. Point λ
H1(T,V) (H1)Max 0.98456 η1(T,V) (η1)0 0.98627 ω1(T,V) (ω1)min 0.98456
H2(T,V) (H2)∞ 0.98625 η2(T,V) (η2)min 0.98627 ω2(T,V) (ω2)Max 0.98456
H3(T,V) (H3)min 0.98456 η3(T,V) (η3)∞ 0.98495 ω3(T,V) (ω3)∞ 0.98495
η4(T,V) (η4)∞ 0.98630 ω4(T,V) (ω4)min 0.98456
ω5(T,V) (ω5)∞ 0.98461
ω6(T,V) (ω6)min 0.98456
of the deconfinement phase transition point might be a sensitive probe and may allow to elucidate their relation to
the QCD phase transition point. In the context of our model, we have shown that the finite volume transition point is
always associated to the appearance of a particular point in whole cumulants under consideration. A detailed Finite
Size Scaling (FSS) analysis of the results has allowed us to locate the finite volume transition points and extract
accurate values of their temperatures T0(V). In addition to natural definition of finite volume transition point as the
extrema of thermal susceptibility χT and specific heat cT , we have shown that the true finite volume transition point
manifests itself as a different particular point according to the quantity considered, namely as,
(1) a local maximum point:(H1)Max,(ω2)Max (2) a zero (inflection) point :(η1)0
(3) a local minimum point:(H3)min,(η2)min,(ω1,4,6)min (4) a singularity point:(H2)∞,(η3,4)∞,(ω3,5)∞
These results are in complete agreement with those obtained from the FSS analysis of lower order cumulants ratios
that published in [6, 7] .
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